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Morocco, and Spain, showcase a lengthy journey into previously
unknown lands. These people and places shaped who I am today.”
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“What is the experience of truly being alive? That to me is the only
true art to investigate, create and share with the world.”
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Sharon Mohler’s tiny, sculpted scenes of life, brimming with
humorous, sometimes outrageous, and often loving moments, are
a delight. She calls them “The Ballads of 81 years.” “My pieces tell
the same stories that sung ballads would if I were a better musician.
The pieces were created over the last 40 years. Every piece tells a
story, some tell many stories. There are four ingredients in my work,
polymer clay, wire, acrylic paint and my imagination.”
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Jack Merrill’s paintings start with a blob of color and a spirit of
exploration instead of a preconceived idea. From there, his big,
loose style grows and takes abstract shape. Now in his early 80s,
Parkinson’s has caused Merrill to adapt from large canvases to
smaller ones using pen, ink, camera and computer, but his
enthusiasm for exploring color continues undaunted.
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Sculptor Bob Huston is creating cast iron abstract sculptures
exploring the theme of “Tools.” An illustrated wall graphic will
explain the casting process from pattern, to sand mold, to molten
metal, to the finished piece.
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